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Abstract  
Facies models for fluvial depositional systems aim to summarize the sedimentological 
features of a specific fluvial type (e.g. braided, ephemeral) through a process of distillation of 
several real-world examples, in order to provide conceptual frameworks that are 
straightforwardly applicable to subsurface prediction problems. However, such models are 
often based on few case studies and are qualitative in nature, thereby resulting in poor 
predictive power. Our aim is to generate quantitative depositional models for fluvial systems 
that are based on the synthesis of many different case histories and continuously refined by 
adding data when they become available.  
 
A relational database for the storage of data relating to fluvial architecture has been devised, 
developed and populated with literature- and field-derived data from studies of both modern 
rivers and their ancient counterparts preserved in the stratigraphic record. The database 
scheme characterizes fluvial architecture at three different scales of observation, 
corresponding to many genetic-unit types (large-scale depositional elements, architectural 
elements and facies units), recording all the essential architectural features, including style of 
internal organization, geometries, spatial distribution and reciprocal relationships of genetic 
units. The database classifies datasets - either in whole or in part - according to both 
controlling factors (e.g. climate type, tectonic setting) and context-descriptive characteristics 
(e.g. river pattern, dominant transport mechanism). The data can therefore be filtered on the 
parameters according to which they are classified, allowing the exclusive selection of data 
relevant for the model. 
 
To demonstrate the value of the approach, an example synthetic depositional model for 
braided fluvial systems in arid/semiarid basins is presented here, and some of its features are 
compared with analogous data from other settings. Resultant models are based on outcrop 
studies of the Permian Organ Rock Fm., Triassic Moenkopi Fm., Jurassic Kayenta Fm. (all 
from Utah), the Chester Pebble Beds Fm. and Helsby Fm. (both Cheshire Basin, UK), 
together with literature-derived data. In comparison to traditional facies models, the improved 
usefulness of synthetic models derived from this database approach to subsurface predictions 
is evident, as their quantitative content is particularly suitable to inform well-to-well 
correlations and to constrain stochastic reservoir models. 
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provide conceptual frameworks that are straightforwardly applicable to subsurface prediction problems. 
However, such models are often based on few case studies and are qualitative in nature, thereby resulting in 
poor predictive power. Our aim is to generate quantitative depositional models for fluvial systems that are based 
on the synthesis of many different case histories and continuously refined by adding data when they become 
available. 

A relational database for the storage of data relating to fluvial architecture has been devised, developed and 
populated with literature- and field-derived data from studies of both modern rivers and their ancient 
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To demonstrate the value of the approach, an example synthetic depositional model for braided fluvial 
systems in arid/semiarid basins is presented here, and some of its features are compared with analogous data 
from other settings. Resultant models are based on outcrop studies of the Permian Organ Rock Fm. and 
Jurassic Kayenta Fm. (both from Utah, USA), the Chester Pebble Beds Fm. and Helsby Fm. (both Cheshire 
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tables and attributes 
modified from Colombera et 81. (2012) 

Case study classification ~anCeh o~:: :t~~;:~~sp~ ~hn~ ~~~!~h~~:~~~et~et~~~~a~~ii~~~~~~~n~~ 
classification schemes or intrinsic environmental descriptors (e.g. 
dominant transport mechanism, channel/river pattern, relative distality 

of each stratigraphic volume), external controlling factors (e.g. description of cl imatic and tectonic context, subsidence 
rates, relative base-level changes), and associated dependent variables (e.g. basin vegetation type and density, 
suspended sediment load component). Some of these attributes are only expressed as relative changes (:, -, +) in a 
given variable (e.g. rela tive humidity) between stratigraphie or geomorphic segments, which are implemented as 
subsets. In addition, FAKTS stores all the metadata that refer to whole datasets, describing the original source of the data 
and information including the methods of acquisition employed, the chronostratigraphic stages corresponding to the 
studied interval, the geographical location , the names of the basin and river or lithostratigraphic unit, and a dataset data 
quality index (001), incorporated as a threefold ranking system of perceived dataset quality and reliability based on 
established cri teria. Moreover, subsets are classified accord ing to their suitability for a given query (i.e. for obtaining 
dimensional parameters, proportions, transitions or grain-size data) for a specified scale (target scale). 

Genetic-unit transitions 
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FAKTS GENETIC UNITS: classifications 

Depositional elements 
Depositional elements are classified as channel-complex or floodplain 
elements. Channel-complexes represent channel-bodies defined on 
the basis of flexible but unambiguous geometrical criteria, and are not 
related to any particular genetic Significance or spatial or temporal 
scale: they range from the infills of individual channels, to compound , 
multi-storey valley-fills. This definition facilitates the inclusion of 
datasets that are poorly characterized in terms of the geological 
meaning of these objects and their bounding surfaces (mainly 
subsurfacedatasets). 
Floodplain segmentation into depositional elements is subsequent to 
channel-complex definition, as fioodplain deposits are subdivided 
according to the lateral arrangement of channel-complexes. 

The Ftuvial Architecture Knowledge Transfer System (FAKTS) is a rela tional database storing fluv ial architecture data popu lated wi th 
literature- and field-derived case stud ies from modern rivers and ancient successions. The database scheme characterizes fluv ial architecture at 
three different scales of observation, recording style of internal organization, geometries and spatial relationships of genetic units. classifying 
datasets according to controlling factors and context-descript ive characteristics. The database can therefore be filtered on both architectural 
features and boundary conditions to yield outputs from case studies having an ensemble of boundary condit ions that defines the model, and that 
may be equ ivalent to the one of a subsurface case study of interest, making the model function as a synthetic analog. 

SCOPE Here we aim to demonstrate how FAKTS can be used to derive filtered quantitative information that can be used for the compilat ion of 
synthetic depositional models offluvial archi tecture associated to specific system parameters: a relatively detailed model is presented for braided 
dryland fluvial systems, showing how some arch itectural features change through the intermediate steps of the filtering process 
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in both outcrop and subsurface 
datasets - and as geomorphic 
elements in modern river systems. 
The tables associated with these 
genetic units contain a combination 
of interpreted soft data (e.g. object 
type) and measured hard data (e.g. 
thickness). 
Every single object is assigned a 
numeric index that wor'Ks as its 
unique identifier; these indices are 
used to relate the tables (as primary 
and foreign keys) reproducing the 
nested containment of each object 
type wi thin the higher scale parent 
object (depositional elements within 
subsets , architectura l elements 
within depositional elements. facies 
units within architectural elements). 

Genetic-unit geometry 
The dimensional parameters of each genetic unit 
can be stored as representative thicknesses, fiow
perpendicular (i.e. cross-grad ient) widths, 
downstream lengths, cross-sectional areas, and 
planform areas. Widths and lengths are classified 
according to the completeness of observations into 
complete, partia l or unlimited categories , as 
proposed by Geehan & Underwood (1993) 
Apparent widths are stored whenever only oblique 
observations with respect to pa laeoflow are 
ava ilable. Where derived from borehole 

~outcrop~ 

- r _ complete lengths - partial lengths 
:=:::l _ r:== _ unlimited lengths 

modifl&d after: correlations, widths and lengths are always stored 
Geehan & Underwood 1993 as 'unlimited'. 

Above: descriptors of genetic-unit shape, implemented 
. ) Future development wi ll involve the inclusion of 
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Correlated genetic-u nit dimensions are stored as unlimited. ~~=~~y~~s.cross-sectl onal, planform and/or 3D 

Facies units In FAKTS, facies units are defined as genetic bodies characterized 
by homogeneous lithofacies type down to the decimetre scale, 
bounded by second- or higher-order (M iall 1996) bounding 
surfaces. Lithofacies types are based on textural and structural 
characters; facies classification follows Miait's (1996) scheme, 
with minor additions (e.g. texture-only classes - gravel to boulder, 
sand, fines - for cases where information regarding sedimentary 
structures is not provided). 
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:;;;;;rL;g.~~~~~;;;~~~~--1 Following Miall's (1985, 1996) concepts, archi tectural elements are 

defined as components of a fluvial depositional system with the 
characteristic facies associations that compose individual elements 

--------"'---------1 interpretable in terms of sUb-environments. 

l
i~~i~I~~~~~~ FAKTS is designed for storing architectural element types classified according to both Miall's (1996) classification and also to a 

classification derived by modifying some of Miall"s classes in order to 
make them more consistent in terms of their geomorphological 
expression, so that working with data sets from modern rivers is 
easier. Architectural elements described according to any other 
alternative scheme are translated into both classifications following 
the criteria outlined by Miall (1996) fortheir defin ition. 
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A datat>ase·oriented freld techn;qve was developed and tested during fiekj data collection in SE Utah (U,S.A), mapping the 
sedimentary arch itecture of the Lower Jurassic Kayenta Formation , a continental succession dominantly consisting of coarse· to 
fir>e-grair>ed fluvial sandstooe e~ments , with minor occurrences of assoclated arg illaceous fluvlal and aeolian elements, 
developed in the O\Ierall aridlsemiarid clima~c conte><t of the Glen Canyon Groop. Interp<eted arcnitedural elements were 
indexed by numeric identif>ers. some of their propertfes (element 1Ype and dimensional parameters) were ta!)ulated. and their 
spatial arrangement was sketched - in form of cross sectional and planform sketchM -lncioding bounding sorface order 
(scheme by Miall, 1996) and paleocurrent information, Facies un~s were also iodexed and their p<opelties (facies Iype. 
dimensional parameters and iden~fier of the parent arch itectural e~ment with in wh ich they occur) tabulated , As the number of 
facies un its per OUtcrop is far larger 1I\an the number of architectural e~ments, the reciprocal relaHonships between facies un~s 
were not drawn as sketches but were instead depicted in transition diagrams, stoong strike-. dip. , and vertical.;jirected 
transitions between facies un~s. including bounding surface order information . No sca~ or spatial s>gniticance is attached tothe 
spatial distribution of the units - represented by circles coded accord ing to the tacie sunit numericidentifiers - onthetrans~ion 
dIagram in the figure above; the spatial relationsh ips are exclusively expressed by means of arrows representing trans~ions 

FAKTS OUTPUT 2: genetic-unit volumetric proportions 

The inte<nalorganization of genetic packages 
can be charactefOzed in terms of theobiects 
belonginglOlower orderscaIM,lnflrstpiace. 
informationonthei r composi~on isgivenbythe 

along the indicated direcbon, So. similarty 10 what is dooa in the database itse H. theuniquenumericidentifiers 
were used to keep track of the transrtions belWeen facies units and of Ihe conla inmenl 01 facies units in 
arcllitectural elements, The same type of transition diagram is applicat>le to the architectural element scale, and 
the 'table·and.;jiagram· approach is also aPf>licabie at the depos~ional element scale , In contrast to sedimentary 
logging or the construction of drawn arcll itectural panels, th is field technique does notgener ate standalone 
representations, such as those commonly expressed as drawn architectural panels, Rather, al l the data 
requ ired lor database use are acqu ired in a more tim&-effkient manner in comparison to sucll traditional 
methods, w~h data reco<ded in a tormat1l\at is wel l so~ed tor coding into the database structure 
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felevanltothesynthe~cmcxlelthatonea i mstogenef3te,i ,e,belongs 

tocasestudieswithsuital>letloondarycooditions. 
Inthefi rstplace, the FAKTS quantitative deposnklnal moOeI includes 
Descriptors of dimensions and geometries of 9"OO\IC unns_ FAKTS 
allows probab~itydensityfundioos ol !livendimensionsorsynlt!es"" 
ofaspectra~os/Qranygene~cunitorgenet;';·unittypelobederive<.l, 
choosing whether to include or no! underes~mated {partial and 
unlimite<.l)andov&restimated(apparent)dimensioos 

Cha"nel-eomplexes-widthlthickness aspect ratios 

relative volumetric proportions of tIleir build ing ~=~r=~~~~~==~~~~~~~~=========~ blocks. In fact. only very rarely are data on 30 
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20/pseudo - 30 borehole -correlation 
frameworks, aod 10 logs. So "'" only estimate 
volumetric proportions from genet ic_unit 
occurrences and tIlei, size d i str i bu~on . We 
assume that considerir>g an architectural panel 
encompassing both downsl ream-directed 
lengthsandcross-valleywidths{relativetolocal 
paleocurrent), i.e, g iven a suffic ient 
paleocurrent variability, 20 cross-sectional 
areas of gene~c units rep<esent a good 
estimation of volumetric proportions, The 
Kayenta Fm.arcMecturalpaneldepicted above 
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fades un~ p<oportions to the method of 
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data 1Ypesaod datasel completeness. The sum 
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BLOCK-MODELS OF THE DEPOSITIONAL-ELEMENT-SCALE 
SEDIMENTARY ARCHITECTURE OF THE CHOSEN SYNTHETIC MODELS 

The aPf>lication of multiple fil ters to the data enables the generation - for every set of parameters - of synthetic models of ftuvial depositional systems, which are ,epresented by distioctive s\ackir>g patterns and l ithosome geometries, modes of inlemal 
organization and recip<ocal relatIonships. all of them referring to an ensemble of hIerarchically-nested genetic units that are commonly recogn ized in ftuvial systems (Colomoora et at. 2012), integrating data from modem and ancient ftu~ia l systems 

Theultimategoalistheinfusl onofquantitativedatalntootharwise qualitativefa<:les modelsofflu~lalsadimentaryarchi ta<::ture. 

AI the ~rgesl sca~, the arcllitecture of the chosen synthetic fluvial systems is described in terms of depositional e~ments , calegorized as channet-complexes or floodplain segments on the basis of geometrical criteria. Thus. at th is scale, each model is fully 
cIlaracterized by depositklnal-element voIumetrk p<oportions, geometries and stack ing panems. Example models referring to systems associated to parameters on which the data were fil tered are presented below. 
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Am>ougI> FAKTSalloW$the simu~neovsuseofdiff9< .. nl 
dassifk:alions for the same geoetic ....,~ , FAKTS' major 
drawbad<probably i8S in lheinlerprelatNemaracte,oliis 
building blocks 
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FAKTS is able noIonly Iodenve a rang.eolinlormalion 
II'Ial coflectivefydefonesquanti!atNefaciesmodej"OI 
nuvialsystems , but alsO to deoi"" ioformation on lile 
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inrefalNe temporalandspatial trameworks 
P9<f0<ming ~nmativecompa'ative"ludiesbe_n 

differenl systems can re""a l 9"""ral Spat;;:'1 and 
temporal Ireocls f",,,,mila,systems (e.g. vanatioos in 
arcMeC1u,allealuresassoc;;:'tedlOpro.imal_to-distaf 
cl>ang.es , limingofan:n;t&ClUfalvariationsas$OCiated 
lO aulOgenicOuvial·lan~'a<lation). 
The exampfes provided lief .. retat .. architectural 
cl>ang.es 10 the temporal and spabal evolulionof lhe 
Lowe' Jurassic Kayenta Fm. and Ihe Peomian Organ 
Rod< Fm. from S E Utah (USA). tmpoo1anlly, lhe 
possirn. ity 10 d assily each slraligraphicsegment 
according 10 boo..odaoycond ilions interpretable as 
e.temat con1l"oIs on n""ial system" (e .g. relalive basin 
humid~y in Ihe e,ampfe below) aod 1M;" resUting 
arcMeclu,epermitstentalivediscriminationt>e1wi!en 
aUlog.enlc e vo lution andallogeoicforclng.Tl>e 
quantitative evaluation 01 Ihe sensibv~y of """i~ 
arcMeC1urelOcl>ange" in ~" contl'Ollingfactors is al$Q 
alar.rea<:hingobjectiveoftileFAKTSproject. 

Wetting upward II 

Down s trea m ar<:hitectural changes in the Orga n Rock Formation - data from Cain (2009) 

CONCLUSIONS 
"",", we have <Jemonslrated hOw lhe FAKTS database can t>e 
employed forthe ge"",ation ofquantitat"", <leposibooal models of 
" ""lal systems . As these models <leSClibe Ihe sedimenlaoy 
ardlitedureolnuvialsyslemsin leomsoloccurreoce,proporlioos 
dislfibu\ion , g.eometry and Sj)alial refations/'lips olgeneticbodles. a 
database·denv..dmodelisenti~yanalogoustoalrMitionat lacies 

~!i~=~:mt>e'ofa<l,.antag.esstemfrom this approach 

I) the quantitative nature 01 the arcM&Clu' al information 

associaledtoeacl>model; 
II) lheconstf1JC1ion ollhe modej on a standaroized set of 
hl .. arc hlcally-n u te d gene llc un it s . which facilita tes 
comp.arisonsbetw<leodifferenlmodels 
III) the objeo;li". integration Of ditfe, ent case hi,to,iu . by 
fillerifl!jdalaOfl lilesuitabieallribules<JeSClibingboundary 
condilions and quaifying dataset aWOpriateness lor providing a 
giventYP8olimormatiOfl 
Dalabase_intC>fl1"l<l<lquantital""'depo"'tion~modeIsa,",expected 

10ha".highe'predicINe p0w9"as$Omeofthemaind'a~of 
traditional facies fOOdeis (e.g. qua i tati"" nalu" .. , eocI·member 
modeIsbasedonindi;;dualsludies)areoveroome 
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EXAMPLE ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 
FROM THE JURASSIC KAYENTA 
FORMATION AND THE PERMIAN 

ORGAN ROCK FORMATION 
(SE UTAH, USA) 

Architectural elements from the Lower Jurassic Kayenta Fm. at Sevenmile Canyon (SE Utah). 

Sheetflood·dominaled (and partially aeolian) dislal portion of Ihe Organ Rock Fm., al Farley Canyon (SE Ulah). 
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